23 YEARS OF FIGHTING FOR

Your Freedoms

1989 JPFO is launched.
1990 Theodore Haas interview in American Survival Guide (This interview gave JPFO some serious momentum,
because up until that time there were no Holocaust survivors speaking out against “gun control”.)
1990 Reprint of JPFO article “Seven Types of Gun Control Advocates” by Gus Cotey in American Survival Guide (To this day,
one of the most insightful essays ever written on the mentality of the gun prohibitionists. Understand your enemy.)
1992 A key interview in American Survival Guide gives JPFO much wider exposure.
1993 Published “Gun Control Gateway to Tyranny” (A landmark work that irrefutably shows the Nazi roots of GCA
’68 - revised in 2006)
1993 Guns and Ammo Magazine article on JPFO and the Nazi roots of GCA ’68 (Brought JPFO and this subject into the
“mainstream” of alert American gun owners.)
1995 “The U.S. vs. Miller Revisited” by Richard Stevens Attorney at Law (What this 1939 Supreme Court case said, and,
as importantly, did not say, about an armed citizenry.)
1995 “The Battle of Athens” in Guns and Ammo Magazine (Americans have had to take up arms to defend the Bill of Rights
… in 1946.)
1996–2003 “Gran’pa Jack” series of educational comic books Vols. 1-8 (More than a million in circulation.)
1997 “Bill of Rights Day” (JPFO becomes the first pro gun organization to aggressively promote “Bill of Rights Day”)
1999 Published “Dial 911 and Die” by Richard Stevens, Attorney at Law (The police have absolutely no duty to protect you.)
2000 Published “Raging Against Self Defense” by Dr. Sarah Thompson (The deepest motivations of the victim disarmament
mentality. Understand your enemy.)
2000 JPFO translates the Bill of Rights into sixteen languages (Helping non English speakers understand the core values
of America.)
2001 Published “The State vs. The People – The Rise of the American Police State.” With Claire Wolfe
(How “public safety” is always the cover for oppression.)
2001 Published “Death By Gun Control”. (Every major genocide of the 20th Century was preceded by gun confiscation.)
2002 Reintroduced “Nazi Death Camps” (45 min. film) (What the Allied forces saw and filmed.)
2003 Produced “Innocents Betrayed”. (1 hour film) (“Gun control” and genocide. The irrefutable, horrific connection.)
2004 Produced “BATFE Fails the Test” (90 min. film) (Watch the blatant dishonesty of this criminal, rogue agency.)
2005 Produced “Bill of Rights or Bust” (22 min. film) (Americans have something no one else has. It is precious.)
2005 Published “RebelFire – Out of the Gray Zone” (A freedom novel.)
2005 Launched “Talkin’ to America” (A podcast series featured on the JPFO website featuring interviews with important
people who are defending the Second Amendment.)
2005 Congressional Research Service report on ATF’s phony testing procedures (CRS used JPFO’s research to prepare
their report to the Congress.)
2007 Created “Goody Guns” (Cookies shaped like guns. Teaching safe firearms handling, and driving the gun haters crazy.)
2007 Produced “The Gang” (90 min film) (The BATFE: Jack booted thugs running their crimes and schemes and scams on your
tax dollars.)
2008 Heller vs. District of Columbia. Contributed an “amicus curae” brief to the U.S. Supreme Court. (Five to four vote
in favor of the individual right to own a gun. Did JPFO tip the balance in our favor? We’ll never know.)
2008 An interview with Edwin Vieira regarding the upcoming Heller decision (A somber examination from a veteran
Constitutional attorney.)
2009 Produced “2A Today For the U.S.A.” (20 min. award winning film) (This film is an effective tool to help gun owners
introduce non gun owners to the Second Amendment.)
2009 Produced “No Guns for Negroes” (20 min. film) (The first “gun control” in America was instituted against freed black slaves.
See how African-American support for “gun control” is foolish and dangerous.)
2009 Produced “The Ten Commandments of Self Defense” by Rabbi Dovid Bendory (CD and annotated text. An Orthodox rabbi
explains Torah Law (Old Testament) to prove that we have an obligation to defend our lives, and those of the innocent.
Which should we obey? G-d’s* Law or man’s law?) *Jews do not spell out the name of the Almighty in secular texts.
2010 JPFO produces “No Guns for Jews”. This ground breaking documentary explains how Jews have been victimized by
disarmament for centuries, and carefully examines the Jewish religious teachings that demand the righteous defense
of one’s self and the innocent. This film is changing the way people, especially Jews, view gun ownership. It features
JPFO’s Rabbinic Director, Rabbi Dovid Bendory.
2011 JPFO receives a Bronze Telly Award and a Silver Communicator Award for its ground breaking self-defense documentary,
“No Guns for Jews”.
December 21, 2010, Aaron Zelman, founder of JPFO and its visionary director for 21 years, passes on from this world. May his memory be for a blessing.

